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Abstract—Cellular networks need the densification of Small
eNBs (SeNBs) to face the tremendous data traffic demand
growth, implying an interference increase and making transmit
coordination a key enabler. This article proposes a decentralized
coordinated precoding (D-CoP) for downlink (DL) weighted sum-
rate maximization in dense MIMO TDD small cell networks
(SCNs). Each SeNB designs its own precoding matrices based
on channel state information (CSI) of the served users and
knowledge of the interference-cost matrix that allows managing
interference towards unintended users. A protocol is proposed
to acquire the interference-cost matrix by processing the uplink
(UL) received signal provided that: i) channel reciprocity can
be assumed and ii) all users participating in DL can transmit
in UL with an adequate transmit filter. In contrast to existing
transmit coordination techniques, D-CoP is fully scalable, avoids
estimation of the interfering channels, and does not require
information exchange between SeNBs. In case all parameters
are perfectly acquired, an iterative algorithm is presented with
demonstrated monotonic convergence when all SeNBs update
its transmit precoders simultaneously. Further, the problem is
reformulated in order to derive a robust D-CoP under imperfect
CSI conditions. Finally, simulations in 3GPP LTE-Advanced
SCNs show significant user packet throughput gains, without
increasing the complexity associated to transmit coordination.
Robustness to imperfect CSI and non-ideal channel reciprocity
is shown through simulations.

Index Terms—multi-cell multi-user MIMO, decentralized coor-
dinated precoding design, interference management, dense TDD
small cell networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

The envisioned rapid and exponential increase of the wire-
less data traffic demand in the next years imposes rethinking
current wireless cellular networks. In this regard, heteroge-
neous cellular networks (HCNs) are a promising solution
to increase the capacity of future cellular systems, as LTE-
Advanced (LTE-A) [2], through the densification of the net-
work and the re-use of the spectrum [3]. HCNs consist of a
multi-tier deployment of macrocells and small cells (encom-
passing picocells and femtocells), which are being extensively
studied in academia, industry, and standardization bodies such
as 3GPP [4]. While macrocells are covered by Macro evolved
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Node Bs (MeNBs), which are intended to provide general
coverage and service to high mobility User Equipments (UEs),
small cells are served by Small evolved Node Bs (SeNBs),
which dispose of a lower transmit power, cover smaller areas,
and are intended to serve low mobility UEs so as to avoid
frequent handovers. This allows obtaining a reliable estimation
of the propagation channel from the UE towards the serving
SeNB due to the long channel coherence time [2].

An interesting type of deployment contemplated in 3GPP
LTE-A networks is the non-co-channel HCNs deployment,
where MeNBs and SeNBs use different carrier frequencies.
This way, MeNBs may keep on working as usual and traffic
can be offloaded to the new underlying small cell network
(SCN) [5]. Although cross-tier interference can be eliminated,
the co-tier interference between SeNBs becomes a major
problem that can significantly reduce the system throughput
if SeNBs are densely deployed in concentrated clusters that
serve hot-spot areas with high user traffic demands [6]. One
advantage of the SCN is that SeNBs are supposed to operate
in time division duplex (TDD) mode so as to better match the
uplink:downlink traffic asymmetry, which allows exploiting
the reciprocity of uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) propagation
channels to design advanced precoding techniques and hence
improving the performance of the TDD SCN and reducing the
channel feedback signaling needed in the frequency division
duplex (FDD) mode [7].

The dense TDD SCN can be modeled as a multi-cell
multi-user multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system, a
generic model for multi-user cellular communication systems
where multiple SeNBs, each equipped with multiple antennas,
wish to simultaneously send independent messages to its
served UEs while generating interference to unintended UEs.
Unfortunately, the optimal transmit/receive strategy with linear
filters that maximizes the weighted sum-rate (WSR) of the
system is not known. From an optimization theory perspective,
the maximum WSR problem is non-convex and NP-hard even
in the single-antenna case [8], but several approaches that
reach a local optima have been proposed in the literature.
Some of them are centralized methods, whose main drawback
is the added cost of a central unit required to collect the
channel state information (CSI) of all UEs, and the scalability
of the solution. This has sparked a great interest in developing
decentralized approaches that work iteratively.

Iterative methods in [9][10] (and references therein) are
based on the concept of the interference-cost, in which
each SeNB maximizes its own utility function minus the
interference-cost (that reflects the interference created towards
unintended UEs). Methods are available to ensure the con-
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vergence of these algorithms by slightly reformulating the
problem (see for example [10]), nevertheless, all channel ma-
trices (i.e. direct and interfering channel matrices) have to be
estimated and reported along with the generated interference-
cost. An alternative approach is presented in [11] for WSR
maximization that relies on a iterative minimization of the
weighted sum of mean-square errors (WMSE), as was initially
introduced in [12], where the solution is achieved by iteratively
updating transmit filters at SeNBs and receive filters and
weighting matrices at UEs. Although monotonic convergence
is demonstrated, its decentralized implementation requires
again estimation of all channel matrices, and the existence of
feedback links from each UE towards all SeNBs is needed to
report the updated receive filters and weighting matrices (see
[11]). Therefore, the main drawbacks of existing approaches to
solve the maximization of the WSR in the literature ([9]-[11])
are: i) the estimation of all channel matrices (as well as the
associated computational cost and required network planning
for channel estimation), ii) the impact of channel estimation
errors of the interfering channel matrices that are estimated
with a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and iii) the use of non-
ideal backhaul and/or feedback links to exchange information
among different terminals (SeNBs/UEs). All has a detrimental
effect on the overall potential performance gains of transmit
coordination techniques.

In the present work we exploit the fact that propagation
channel reciprocity and a reliable estimation of the direct
channels are available in TDD SCNs in order to propose a
decentralized, scalable, and coordinated interference manage-
ment procedure for maximizing the WSR in DL with linear
transmit/receive filters. The WMSE formulation is used to
face the maximization of the WSR, but different from [11]
we decentralize the minimum WMSE problem by following
the interference-cost concept such that a different transmit
filters design at SeNBs is derived. Each SeNB designs its
own transmit filters (precoders) based on the knowledge of
the direct channel matrix towards the served UEs, the covari-
ance matrix of the DL inter-cell interference plus noise that
can be acquired from a reported parameter from the served
UEs, and the interference-cost matrix that allows managing
interference towards unintended users. We propose that each
SeNB acquires the interference-cost matrix over-the-air by
using the UL received signal, provided that all UEs currently
participating in DL can transmit simultaneously a specific
pilot sequence in UL (as is shown in Fig. 1). By doing
so, and in contrast to previous works, the estimation of the
interfering channel matrices is not needed, hence significantly
reducing its associated complexity in terms of computational
cost and network planning for pilot signals, and also reducing
the performance degradation due to imperfect estimation. Fur-
thermore, information exchange among SeNBs is not required,
which alleviates the impact of non-ideal backhaul links, and
the number of feedback links and amount of information from
UEs to SeNBs are significantly reduced as compared to [11].

The contributions of this work are:
• A decentralized coordinated precoding (D-CoP) for DL

WSR maximization is proposed, in which each SeNB
solves its own subproblem to design transmit filters.
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Fig. 1: Acquisition of the interference-cost matrix from the UL transmission for DL
transmit coordination in dense TDD Small Cell Networks.

• The subproblem is reformulated to tackle imperfect CSI
conditions and a robust D-CoP is derived to overcome
estimation errors of the direct channel matrices at SeNBs.

• A new protocol is proposed to estimate the interference-
cost matrix at each SeNB over-the-air from an UL pilot-
based transmission.

• An iterative algorithm for D-CoP is presented, subsuming
the acquisition of the required parameters at SeNBs and
the simultaneous per-SeNB transmit filters design.

• Monotonic convergence of the algorithm for D-CoP is
demonstrated if all parameters are perfectly acquired.

• The proposed D-CoP is evaluated in a 3GPP LTE-A small
cell scenario [6], showing large DL performance gains
even when only 1 iteration is implemented.

Although the proposed D-CoP is applied to TDD SCNs in
this work, it can be used to control interference in the general
multi-cell multi-user MIMO TDD systems.

Organization: The rest of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Section II the system model is presented, includ-
ing the signal model for channel estimation, DL and UL
transmissions. In Section III the maximum WSR problem
is formulated. In Section IV the proposed D-CoP is derived
assuming either perfect CSI or imperfect CSI conditions for
the direct links, and how to acquire the required parameters
for decentralized transmit filters design at SeNB is detailed.
The iterative algorithm for D-CoP is presented in Section
V, including convergence and complexity considerations and
analyzing practical implementation issues. In Section VI the
proposed procedure is evaluated using a 3GPP LTE-A SCN
[6]. Finally, concluding remarks are included in Section VII.

Notation: In this paper, italic letters, boldface lower-case
and upper-case letters denote scalars, vectors and matrices,
respectively. For given scalars a and b, min(a, b) denotes
the minimum between a and b, log2(a) refers to the base-
2 logarithm, ln(a) to the natural logarithm, and Pr(a < b)
describes the probability of a being smaller than b. For a given
matrix A, its transpose matrix is denoted as AT , its conjugate
matrix as A∗, its transpose conjugate matrix as AH , and the
matrix inverse as A−1. |A| operator refers to the determinant of
A, Tr(A) to the trace, Ex [A] to the expectation operator with
respect to variable x, and Ex [A|B] to the expectation operator
with respect to variable x for a known matrix B. Matrix I refers
to the identity matrix. Cm×n denotes an m by n dimensional
complex space. The complex normal distribution is represented
by CN (., .) and the real truncated normal distribution in the
interval [a, b] is denoted by T N (., ., a, b).
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Fig. 2: Algorithm for D-CoP in TDD Small Cell Networks.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a TDD SCN composed K SeNBs, where the k-th
SeNB (k = 1, . . . ,K) is equipped with Mk transmit antennas
and serves Ik UEs. Let us define ik to be the i-th UE served
by the k-th SeNB and Nik the receive antenna elements at
the ik-th UE (i = 1, . . . , Ik). The total number of UEs is:
I =

∑K
k=1 Ik. An example is shown in Fig. 1 for K = 3 and

I = 7 (I1 = 2, I2 = 3, I3 = 2). Through the paper, we use i,
j to indicate the UE index and k, l to indicate the SeNB index.
All SeNBs present in the cellular network transmit information
simultaneously to its served UEs, such that severe interference
is created. Our focus is on DL interference management.

Low mobility UEs are assumed to be connected to the
synchronized TDD SCN. During the channel coherence time,
the communication is split into 2 phases (as shown in Fig. 2):

• Phase 1 (channel estimation): Phase 1 is devoted to
acquire knowledge at each k-th SeNB of the direct
channel matrix towards its served ik-th UE, ∀i, which is
denoted by Hk,ik ∈ CNik

×Mk and contains the complex-
valued channel gains of the different antenna-pairs.

• Phase 2 (D-CoP algorithm): In phase 2, UL and DL
transmissions are duplexed. The proposed algorithm it-
erates between UL and DL: in UL transmissions pa-
rameters like the DL inter-cell interference plus noise
covariance matrix of the served ik-th UE (Nik , ∀i) and
the interference-cost matrix for the k-th SeNB (Υk)
are acquired at each k-th SeNB, which are used for
decentralized transmit filters design in the subsequent DL
transmission. See details in Section IV.

In TDD systems, channel estimation can be done either at
the SeNB or at the UE. In the later case, a feedback link is
needed to report the channel matrix to the serving SeNB. For
the ease of exposition, we consider that the direct channel
matrix is estimated at the SeNB from an UL pilot-based
transmission assuming perfect UL-DL propagation channel
reciprocity (i.e. the channel matrix in UL

←−
Hk,ik ∈ CMk×Nik

is given by the transpose of the channel matrix in DL:←−
Hk,ik = HT

k,ik
, ∀k, ∀i). See details in subsection II-A.

Different from previous works ([9][11]), the proposed D-
CoP scheme does not need to know the interfering channel
matrices (i.e. Hk,jl ∈ CNjl

×Mk , between the k-th SeNB and
the jl-th UE served by l-th SeNB, ∀l 6= k) either at SeNBs
or at UEs. Consequently, we avoid: i) the computational cost
associated to channel estimation, ii) the network planning
required for pilot signals, and iii) the performance loss due to
imperfect estimation of the interfering channel matrices that
are estimated with a low SNR.

A. Signal model for channel estimation (phase 1)

For channel estimation at SeNBs we use a well-established
orthogonal training-based scheme [13] such that interference
between neighbor UEs for CSI acquisition is avoided. Hence,
the signal received by the k-th SeNB at the Mk receive
antennas during T ≥ Nik channel uses Sk ∈ CMk×T is:

Sk = HT
k,ik

Pik+Vk, (1)

where Hk,ik ∈ CNik
×Mk is the real channel matrix,

Pik ∈ CNik
×T is the known matrix of training sequences

for the ik-th UE, and Vk ∈ CMk×T is the collection of
channel noise vectors, composed of Gaussian independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) components with distribution
CN (0, σ2

v). Let us denote PT to the total power for chan-
nel estimation, i.e. PT = Tr(PikPHik). Channel matrix Hk,ik

is modeled by Gaussian i.i.d. components with distribution
CN (0, δk,ik), where δk,ik refers to the gain introduced by path-
loss and shadowing between the k-th SeNB and the ik-th UE.

The channel estimation model is described by:

Hk,ik = Ĥk,ik+H̃k,ik , (2)

where Ĥk,ik is the estimated channel matrix and H̃k,ik is the
channel estimation error matrix. We assume that the channel
matrix is estimated at SeNBs by applying a linear minimum
mean square error (MMSE) estimator [14], i.e.

Ĥ
T

k,ik
= EH|S

[
HT
k,ik
|Sk
]

= SkPHik

(
PikPHik+

σ2
v

δk,ik
I
)−1

. (3)

Therefore, assuming mutually white and orthogonal training
sequences (i.e. Pik is a unitary matrix scaled by

√
PT /Nik ),

the components of H̃k,ik in (2) turn out to be Gaussian
and mutually uncorrelated with a variance for each channel
estimation error component given by [14]:

J̄k,ik =
Tr
(
EH̃
[
H̃
T

k,ik
H̃
∗
k,ik

])
MkNik

=

(
1

δk,ik
+

PT
Nikσ

2
v

)−1
. (4)

For simplicity, it is assumed that noise power in the channel
estimation phase is equal for all links, such that the different
variances in the estimation errors in (4) come from the path-
loss and shadowing variations of the different links.

B. Signal model for downlink (phase 2)

The signal transmitted by the k-th SeNB in DL is given by:

xk =

Ik∑
i=1

Tikbik , (5)

where bik ∈ Cmik
×1 contains the unit power independent

Gaussian symbols for the ik-th UE (i.e. bik ∼ CN (0, I))
and Tik ∈ CMk×mik denotes its associated transmit filter (or
precoder), being mik ≤ min(Nik ,Mk) the number of streams.
The total power spent at the k-th SeNB is:

Pk =

Ik∑
i=1

Tr
(
TikTHik

)
. (6)

Assuming narrow-band transmissions, the equivalent base-
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band signal observed at the ik-th UE is:

yik=Hk,ikTikbik

+

Ik∑
j=1,j 6=i

Hk,ikTjkbjk︸ ︷︷ ︸
intra-cell interference

+

K∑
l=1,l 6=k

Il∑
j=1

Hl,ikTjlbjl︸ ︷︷ ︸
inter-cell interference

+vik ,(7)

where Hl,ik ∈ CNik
×Ml is the channel matrix between the

transmitting antennas at the l-th SeNB and the receiving
antennas at the ik-th UE. The second term in (7) contains the
intra-cell interference, the third term the inter-cell interference,
and last term refers to the additive zero-mean white Gaussian
noise with distribution vik ∼ CN (0, σ2

ik
I). Hence, under

the independence assumption of {bik}, ∀i, ∀k, and vik , the
covariance matrix of the received signal at the ik-th UE is:

Cyik
= Eb,v

[
yikyHik

]
=

Ik∑
j=1

Hk,ikTjkTHjkHH
k,ik

+Nik , (8)

where Nik denotes the covariance matrix of the DL inter-cell
interference plus noise at the ik-th UE:

Nik =

K∑
l=1,l 6=k

Il∑
j=1

Hl,ikTjlT
H
jl

HH
l,ik

+σ2
ik

I. (9)

The symbols are estimated at the ik-th UE assuming that
interference is treated as noise and that a linear receive filter
Rik ∈ CNik

×mik is applied at UE:

b̂ik = RHikyik . (10)

The mean square error (MSE) for the symbols transmitted
towards the ik-th UE can be expressed through the so-called
MSE-matrix Eik = Eb,v

[
(b̂ik−bik)(b̂ik−bik)H

]
, which can

be expressed in terms of Rik in (10) and {Tik} in (5):

Eik(Rik , {Tik}) =I+RHik
( Ik∑
j=1

Hk,ikTjkTHjkHH
k,ik

+Nik
)

Rik

−RHikHk,ikTik−THikHH
k,ik

Rik . (11)

The achievable rate of the ik-th UE is understood as the
well-known ”log-det” capacity formula:

Rik ({Tik}) = log2

∣∣∣I+Hk,ikTikTHikHH
k,ik

N−1ik
∣∣∣. (12)

In case of imperfect CSI of the direct channel matrix
Hk,ik , the MSE-matrix in (11) has to be averaged with
respect to the conditional probability density function of the
channel estimation errors given the channel estimate [15]:
Ēik = Eb,v,H̃|Ĥ

[
(b̂ik−bik)(b̂ik−bik)H

]
. By using the channel

estimation model in (2), the averaged MSE-matrix results:

Ēik(Rik , {Tik}) = I+RHik
( Ik∑
j=1

Ĥk,ikTjkTHjkĤ
H

k,ik
+Nik

)
Rik

−RHikĤk,ikTik−THikĤ
H

k,ik
Rik+J̄k,ik Tr

(
TikTHik

)
RHikRik , (13)

being J̄k,ik shown in (4).

C. Signal model for uplink (phase 2)

Assuming perfect UL-DL propagation channel reciprocity
(i.e.
←−
Hk,jl = HT

k,jl
, ∀k, ∀j, ∀l), the received signal at the k-th

SeNB in the UL transmission is given by:

←−y k=

Ik∑
i=1

HT
k,ik

←−
T ik
←−s ik+

K∑
l=1,l 6=k

Il∑
j=1

HT
k,jl

←−
T jl
←−s jl︸ ︷︷ ︸

interference

+←−v k, (14)

where
←−
T ik denotes the transmit filter used at the ik-th

UE, ←−s ik the stream of independent symbols sent by the
ik-th UE, and ←−v k denotes the UL noise with distribution
←−v k ∼ CN (0,←−σ 2

kI). Then, the covariance matrix of the re-
ceived signal at the k-th SeNB C←−y k

is given by:

C←−y k
=E←−s ,←−v

[←−y k
←−y H
k

]
=

Ik∑
i=1

HT
k,ik

←−
T ik

←−
TH
ik

H∗k,ik+
←−
N k, (15)

where
←−
N k denotes the covariance matrix of the received

interference plus noise at the k-th SeNB:

←−
N k =

K∑
l=1,l 6=k

Il∑
j=1

HT
k,jl

←−
T jl

←−
TH
jl

H∗k,jl+
←−σ 2
kI. (16)

III. WEIGHTED SUM-RATE MAXIMIZATION

With the objective of maximizing the total DL weighted
sum-rate (WSR) of the system with a maximum transmitted
power constraint per SeNB, the transmit filters at SeNBs (or,
equivalently, the transmit precoding matrices) are designed as
the solution to the following optimization problem:

(PWSR) : maximize
{Tik

}∀k,∀i

K∑
k=1

Ik∑
i=1

µikRik ({Tik}) (17)

subject to
Ik∑
i=1

Tr
(
TikTHik

)
≤ P SeNB

k ∀k,

where µik is a weighting coefficient associated to the priority
of the ik-th UE, Rik({Tik}) is the achievable rate in (12), and
P SeNB
k is the available transmit power at the k-th SeNB.
Due to interference, problem (PWSR) in (17) is not convex

on {Tik} and the optimal solution cannot be guaranteed.
Nevertheless, it is shown in [11] that one solution for transmit
filters that attains a local optima of the maximum WSR prob-
lem (PWSR) in (17) can be obtained by solving the following
optimization problem that considers minimization of the total
sum of weighted mean square errors (WMSE):

(PWMSE) : minimize
{Tik

},{Rik
},

{Wik
}∀k,∀i

K∑
k=1

Ik∑
i=1

(
Tr
(
WikEik (Rik , {Tik})

)
−µik log2 |µ−1ik Wik |

)
(18)

subject to
Ik∑
i=1

Tr
(
TikTHik

)
≤ P SeNB

k ∀k,

where Wik is a weighting matrix associated to the ik-th UE
and Eik(Rik , {Tik}) corresponds to the MSE-matrix in (11).
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Problem (PWMSE) in (18) is not jointly convex on all sets
of optimization variables, but it turns out to be convex for
each set of unknowns ({Tik}, {Rik}, and {Wik}) separately.
Furthermore, each of them can be derived analytically assum-
ing that the other two sets of variables are fixed. Therefore, a
block coordinate descent approach [16] can be followed to find
a local optimum of the problem (PWMSE) in (18) by alternate
optimization of transmit filters {Tik}, receive filters {Rik},
and weighting matrices {Wik}. The attained solution is a local
optimal solution of the maximum WSR problem (PWSR) in
(17) (see details in [11]).

In case a centralized procedure is implemented, it is required
that all channel matrices from all SeNBs to all UEs (i.e.
{Hk,jl}, ∀k, ∀j, ∀l) are collected in a central processor node.
The decentralized implementation proposed in [11], where
{Tik} are updated at SeNBs while {Rik} and {Wik} are
updated at UEs, also requires that each k-th SeNB knows the
channel matrices towards all UEs in the network (i.e. {Hk,jl},
∀j, ∀l) and that feedback links are available from each UEs
towards all SeNBs to report the updated Rik and Wik .

IV. DECENTRALIZED COORDINATED PRECODING

Different from [9]-[11], in this section a decentralized co-
ordinated precoding (D-CoP) design for maximizing the WSR
in (17) with linear transmit/receive filters is presented. First,
through the use of the minimum WMSE problem (PWMSE) in
(18) the maximum WSR problem is decomposed into parallel
subproblems (one per SeNB) and a decentralized solution for
DL transmit filters design at SeNBs is derived, either assuming
perfect CSI of the direct channel matrices in subsection IV-A1
or assuming imperfect CSI conditions in subsection IV-A2.
Subsection IV-B details the receive filter to be used at each UE.
Second, how to acquire the required parameters for transmit
filters design at each SeNB is detailed: in subsection IV-C the
acquisition of the inter-cell interference plus noise covariance
matrices ({Nik}, ∀i) is shown, and subsection IV-D describes
how to acquire the interference-cost matrix (Υk) by exploiting
an UL transmission. Finally, the iterative algorithm for D-
CoP is presented in Section V, subsuming the acquisition of
the required parameters at each SeNB from the UL and the
simultaneous per-SeNB optimizations for DL, as is shown in
Fig. 2.

Let us define the following matrix that will allow us to
decompose problem (PWMSE) in (18):

Υk =

K∑
l=1,l 6=k

Il∑
j=1

HH
k,jl

RjlWjlR
H
jl

Hk,jl , (19)

which is referred to as the interference-cost matrix because it
reflects the interference that can be created by the k-th SeNB
towards unintended UEs (i.e. jl, l 6= k) and it is seen as a
penalizing term for the design of transmit filters at the k-th
SeNB (see next problem in (20)).

Proposition 1: Problem (PWMSE) in (18) can be decom-
posed into K parallel optimization problems (one per SeNB),
where the problem to be solved at the k-th SeNB for a fixed

Υk and {Nik}, ∀i, is:

(PkWMSE) : minimize
{Tik
},{Rik

},
{Wik

}∀i

Ik∑
i=1

(
Tr
(
WikEik (Rik , {Tik},Nik)

)
−µik log2 |µ−1ik Wik |+ Tr

(
ΥkTikTHik

) )
(20)

subject to
Ik∑
i=1

Tr
(
TikTHik

)
≤ P SeNB

k ,

where Eik(Rik , {Tik},Nik) is the MSE-matrix in (11) assum-
ing that Nik is fixed.

Proof: See Appendix A, where it is shown that the
gradients of problem (PWMSE) in (18) and problem (PkWMSE)
in (20) with respect to {Tik}, {Rik}, {Wik}, ∀i, are the same
if Υk and {Nik}, ∀i, are fixed.

A. Transmit filters design at each SeNB

1) Perfect CSI case: Problem (PkWMSE) in (20) is convex
on each set of variables separately, and each of them can be
derived analytically assuming that the other two sets are fixed.
Therefore, each k-th SeNB can solve problem (PkWMSE) in (20)
for given Υk and {Nik}, ∀i, with alternate optimization among
the following three sets of variables:

i : R(n)
ik

=
(

A(n−1)
ik

+Nik
)−1

Hk,ikT(n−1)
ik

,∀i,

ii : W(n)
ik

= µikE−1ik
(
R(n)
ik
, {T(n−1)

ik
},Nik

)
,∀i, (21)

iii : T(n)
ik

=
(

B(n)
k +Υk+λ

(n)
k I
)−1

HH
k,ik

R(n)
ik

W(n)
ik
,∀i,

where

A(n−1)
ik

=

Ik∑
j=1

Hk,ikT(n−1)
jk

T(n−1)H
jk

HH
k,ik

,

B(n)
k =

Ik∑
j=1

HH
k,jk

R(n)
jk

W(n)
jk

R(n)H
jk

Hk,jk ,

n is the iteration number, and λ
(n)
k denotes a non-negative

dual variable associated to the per-SeNB power constraint in
(20). At each iteration, λ(n)k has to be optimized to meet the
power constraint, which can be efficiently solved using convex
optimization techniques (e.g. subgradient method) [17].

Hence, monotonic convergence of the decentralized problem
(PkWMSE) in (20) is ensured for given Υk and {Nik}, ∀i. How-
ever, due to inter-cell interference, so far we cannot guarantee
that if each k-th SeNB solves its own problem (PkWMSE) in (20)
and all of them do it simultaneously, convergence of (PWMSE)
in (18) is achieved.

Let us recall that the proposed solution for DL transmit
filters design in (21) differs from [11], where each SeNB
updates the transmit filters {Tik}, ∀i, by following the last
equation in (21) and evaluating the expression of Υk in
(19), which requires knowledge of all channel matrices, all
weighting matrices, and all receive filters used at all UEs (i.e.
Hk,jl , Wjl and Rjl , ∀j, ∀l).
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2) Imperfect CSI case: When the direct channel matrices
towards the served UEs (i.e. {Hk,ik}, ∀i) are acquired with er-
rors at the k-th SeNB, a stochastic (or Bayesian) robust design
[15] can be used to overcome the impact of channel estimation
errors. In our case, so as to implement a robust DL transmit
filters design, the averaged MSE-matrix Ēik(Rik , {Tik},Nik)
in (13) (assuming that Nik is fixed) has to be considered
under the assumption that Ĥk,ik in (3) and J̄k,ik in (4), ∀i,
are known at the k-th SeNB. Therefore, the decentralized
problem to be solved at the k-th SeNB is (PkWMSE) in (20)
with Ēik(Rik , {Tik},Nik) instead of Eik(Rik , {Tik},Nik).
Similarly as for the perfect CSI case in (20), the problem is
convex on each set of variables separately, and each of them
can be derived analytically assuming that the other two sets
are fixed. Therefore, each k-th SeNB can find a robust transmit
filters design for given Υk and {Nik}, ∀i, with alternate
optimization among the following three sets of variables:

i : R(n)
ik

=
(

A(n−1)
ik

+Nik
)−1

Ĥk,ikT(n−1)
ik

,∀i,

ii : W(n)
ik

= µik Ē−1ik
(
R(n)
ik
, {T(n−1)

ik
},Nik

)
,∀i, (22)

iii : T(n)
ik

=
(

B(n)
k +Υk+λ

(n)
k I
)−1

Ĥ
H

k,ik
R(n)
ik

W(n)
ik
,∀i,

where

A(n−1)
ik

=

Ik∑
j=1

(
Ĥk,ikT(n−1)

jk
T(n−1)H
jk

Ĥ
H

k,ik

+J̄k,jk Tr
(
T(n−1)
jk

T(n−1)H
jk

)
I
)
,

B(n)
k =

Ik∑
j=1

(
Ĥ
H

k,jk
R(n)
jk

W(n)
jk

R(n)H
jk

Ĥk,jk

+J̄k,jk Tr
(
R(n)
jk

W(n)
jk

R(n)H
jk

)
I
)
,

n is the iteration number, Ēik(Rik , {Tik},Nik) is the averaged
MSE-matrix in (13) assuming Nik is fixed, and λ(n)k denotes
the non-negative dual variable associated to the per-SeNB
power constraint in (20) (to be optimized at each iteration).

B. Receive filter design at each UE

Given the transmit filters, {Tik}, the optimal DL receive
filters for each ik-th UE are given by the minimum MSE
(MMSE) receivers [12]:

Rik = C−1yik
Hk,ikTik , (23)

where Cyik
is defined in (8). As it is done in real deployments

[18], each UE can compute Rik in (23) based on the estimation
of the equivalent channel Hk,ikTik and the covariance matrix
of the received signal Cyik

. Then, each UE can also compute
the weighting matrix Wik = µikE−1ik based on Cyik

, Hk,ikTik ,
and Rik using (11).

C. Acquisition of Nik , ∀i, at each SeNB

We assume that Cyik
is reported from the UE towards the

serving SeNB through an UL feedback link (in Phase 2 -
UL in Fig 2), such that the SeNB collects Cyik

, ∀i, from

its served UEs. Let us recall that, as compared to [11] where
feedback links are required from each UE towards all SeNBs
in the network in order to report Rik and Wik , in our case
only one feedback link is needed from each UE towards the
serving SeNB through which only Cyik

is reported. To reduce
the communication overhead, the fact that Cyik

is a positive
semidefinite matrix (and hence hermitian) can be exploited.

Therefore, the inter-cell interference plus noise covariance
matrices {Nik}, ∀i, can be easily estimated at the k-th SeNB
based on {Hk,ik}, {Tik}, and {Cyik

}, ∀i, by following (8):

Nik = Cyik
−

Ik∑
j=1

Hk,ikTjkTHjkHH
k,ik

. (24)

So it is not needed to estimate the interfering channel matrices
(i.e. Hl,ik ,∀l 6= k) to compute Nik in (9) at SeNBs.

D. Acquisition of Υk at each SeNB

In order to avoid the complex task of estimating the most
harmful interfering channel matrices that are needed to com-
pute the interference-cost matrix Υk in (19) (as is assumed
in [11]), we propose obtaining an estimate of Υk from the
covariance matrix of the UL interference plus noise (i.e.

←−
N k

in (16)) when properly designing UL transmit filters
←−
T jl

(see Phase 2 - UL in Fig 2). By doing so, estimation of
interfering channel matrices is avoided as

←−
N k can be computed

by subtracting the desired signals to the covariance matrix of
the UL received signal at the k-th SeNB (see (15)).

Notice that
←−
N ∗k in (16) and Υk in (19) differ just in

the noise term in case UEs employ as UL transmit filter
←−
T jl = R∗jlW

1
2∗
jl

, ∀j, ∀l, where Wjl = W
1
2
jl

W
1
2H
jl

. Therefore,
in case the available power at UEs is not a limiting factor, by
using a precoded UL pilot-based transmission, we could have
a biased estimate of Υk as: Υ̂k =

←−
N ∗k = Υk +←−σ 2

kI.
Nevertheless, usually UL transmit filters cannot be applied

as such unless we take into account the maximum transmit
power constraints for UL, i.e.

Tr
(←−

T jl

←−
TH
jl

)
≤ PUE

jl
, (25)

where PUE
jl

is the available power at the jl-th UE. In this
regard, the proposed solution is to scale the DL receive filters
in (23) by a common scaling cell-wide factor F < 1 as:
←−
T jl =

√
FR∗jlW

1
2∗
jl

. The scaling cell-wide factor F would
be designed beforehand in order to ensure that the ε% of
the UEs fulfill the transmit power constraint in (25), i.e.
Pr
(
Tr
(
FR∗jlW

∗
jl

RTjl
)
≤ PUE

jl

)
= ε. However, it is assumed

that those UEs not satisfying the constraint in (25) with the a
priori selected F will transmit at maximum power by scaling
the DL receive filters with a per-user factor fjl < F . So, the
proposed UL transmit filter is:

←−
T jl =

√
fjlR

∗
jl

W
1
2∗
jl
, (26)

where

fjl=

F , if Tr
(
FR∗jlW

∗
jl

RTjl
)
≤ PUE

jl
,

PUE
jl

Tr
(

R∗jlW∗jlRT
jl

) , otherwise. (27)
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By using this approach, we can obtain a biased estimate of
Υk in (19) from the covariance matrix of the UL interference
plus noise

←−
N k in (16). Its expected value is:

Υ̂k =
1

F

←−
N ∗k=

K∑
l=1,l 6=k

Il∑
j=1

fjl
F

HH
k,jl

RjlWjlR
H
jl

Hk,jl+
←−σ 2
k

F
I

=Υk+Υ̃k+
1

F
←−σ 2
kI, (28)

where Υ̃k describes the error introduced by those UEs served
by neighbor SeNBs (l 6= k) that are transmitting at maximum
power (i.e. fjl < F ):

Υ̃k =

K∑
l=1,l 6=k

Il∑
j=1

1

F
(fjl−F ) HH

k,jl
RjlWjlR

H
jl

Hk,jl . (29)

The proposed approach presents a bias that depends on
the noise power increased by F−1 and an additional matrix
associated to the non-serving UEs that are transmitting at
maximum power (see (28)). So, there is an evident trade-off
when the UE transmit power is a limiting factor: if F is small,
the errors in the estimation of Υk in (28) come due to the
increased noise power, while if F is large the errors come due
to Υ̃k in (29) as the major part of the UEs will use a per-
user scaling factor fjl lower than F (see (26)). However, as is
shown in [1], the estimation errors in Υ̂k are negligible and do
not affect the system performance when properly selecting the
scaling cell-wide factor F in (26) in such a way that a certain
percentage of the UEs (which depends on the deployment)
fulfill the transmit power constraint in (25) with fjl = F . The
intuitive explanation for a SISO case comes in the following:
the UEs highly interfered in the DL have a lower absolute
value of the receive filter in the DL due to the interference (see
(21)) such that they would use fjl = F as scaling factor in
(26). This way, no errors would appear from the contributions
of the highly interfered users to (28) and, as they are the users
which contribute more to (28), the errors from the other users
would be negligible. The key point is the selection of the
scaling cell-wide factor F to allow a group of UEs to fulfill
the constraint, while not making it too small such that the
contribution of the noise power predominates in (28).

Note that all what is needed to obtain Υ̂k in (28) from
the UL transmission is the received signal covariance matrix,
which can be obtained from the coordinated use of UL pilots.

We would like to remark that the proposed scheme for esti-
mating the interference-cost matrix Υk avoids the estimation
errors of the interfering channel matrices that comes up in the
procedure proposed in [11]. In such a case, since every single
channel matrix has to be estimated, the robust transmit filters
design in subsection IV-A2 should use the following matrix
Φk instead of Υk in (22):

Φk=

K∑
l=1
l 6=k

Il∑
j=1

(
Ĥ
H

k,jl
RjlWjlR

H
jl

Ĥk,jl+J̄k,jlTr
(
RjlWjlR

H
jl

)
I
)
,

(30)
which includes the estimation errors of the interfering channel
matrices from the k-th SeNB towards all the unintended UEs
(i.e. jl, l 6= k). Nevertheless, in the proposed D-CoP an

TABLE I: INTERFERENCE-COST MATRIX ACQUISITION

Perfect CSI Imperfect CSI
D-WMMSE in [11] Υk in (19) Φk in (30)
Proposed D-CoP Υ̂k in (28) Υ̂k in (28)

estimate of Υk can be obtained from the UL transmission as a
function of the real channel matrices (see (28)), hence avoiding
channel estimation errors of the interfering links and resulting
in enhanced robustness. In this regard, Table I summarizes
the interference-cost matrix that has to be used for transmit
coordination depending on whether the interfering channels
are estimated (as in the decentralized procedure in [11]) or
not (as in the proposed D-CoP). Further, in case a centralized
approach was used then Nik in (22) should also include the
estimation errors from all SeNBs (l 6= k) towards the ik-th
UE, resulting even in a worse performance.

V. ALGORITHM FOR D-COP

Algorithm in Table II summarizes the iterative procedure
to solve (PWMSE) in (18) in a decentralized manner. The
procedure follows the phases shown in Fig. 2. During the
channel estimation phase (Phase 1), the direct channel matrices
Hk,ik , ∀i, are acquired at each k-th SeNB, which remain
constant during the optimization (Phase 2) where the iterative
algorithm for D-CoP is implemented and DL/UL transmissions
are duplexed. The algorithm for D-CoP (Phase 2) includes
the acquisition of the required parameters in UL (i.e. Nik
as is detailed in subsection IV-C, ∀i, and Υk as is shown
in subsection IV-D) and the simultaneous transmit filters
designs that are performed at each SeNB for DL (i.e. (21) in
subsection IV-A1 for perfect CSI or (22) in subsection IV-A2
for imperfect CSI).
Niter denotes the number of iterations allowed, and t the it-

eration index. The algorithm starts from an initialization of the
transmit filters {T(0)

ik
}, ∀i, at each k-th SeNB that satisfy the

per-SeNB power constraint in (20). For simulation purposes, a
suitable initialization of {T(0)

ik
}, ∀i, can be obtained by solving

(PkWMSE) in (20) using Υ
(0)
k = 0. Then, a DL transmission is

carried out using {T(0)
ik
} (Phase 2 - DL(0)), where UEs can

evaluate the covariance matrix of the received signal Cyik
and

update the receive filter R(0)
ik

and the weighting matrix W(0)
ik

using (23) (line 3). See details in subsection IV-B.
Then, at each iteration t = 1, ..., Niter, the following steps

are followed:

• Feedback of C(t−1)
yik

to acquire N(t−1)
ik

at SeNB (Phase 2

- UL(t)): Each UE reports C(t−1)
yik

to the serving SeNB
(line 5), and hence the SeNB can acquire the inter-
cell interference plus noise covariance matrix N(t−1)

ik
of

the served UEs using (24), ∀i (line 6). See details in
subsection IV-C.

• UL transmission to acquire Υ̂
(t)

k at SeNB (Phase 2 -
UL(t)): An UL transmission is carried out, where all
UEs transmit with

←−
T (t)
ik

in (26) computed from R(t−1)
ik

and W(t−1)
ik

(line 7), such that each SeNB can acquire
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TABLE II: D-COP PROCEDURE TO SOLVE (PWMSE) IN (18) WITH SIMULTANEOUS PER-SENB OPTIMIZATIONS

# Phase 1: Channel estimation
1: All SeNBs (∀k): estimate direct channel matrices {Hk,ik}, ∀i

# Phase 2 - DL(0): DL transmission
2: All SeNBs (∀k): initialize {T(0)

ik
}, ∀i, and transmit with {T(0)

ik
}

3: All UEs (∀ik): compute R(0)
ik

and W(0)
ik

using (23) with Cyik
, T(0)

ik

4: for: t = 1, ..., Niter

# Phase 2 - UL(t): Feedback of C(t−1)
yik

to acquire N(t−1)
ik

at SeNB
5: - All UEs (∀ik): report C(t−1)

yik
to the serving k-th SeNB

6: - All SeNBs (∀k): compute N(t−1)
ik

, ∀i, using (24) with C(t−1)
yik

, T(t−1)
ik

# Phase 2 - UL(t): UL transmission to acquire Υ̂
(t)
k at SeNB

7: - All UEs (∀ik): transmit a pilot signal with
←−
T (t)

ik
in (26) computed from R(t−1)

ik
, W(t−1)

ik

8: - All SeNBs (∀k): estimate Υ̂
(t)
k using (28)

# Reproduction of variables at SeNB and initialization of {Tik} for per-SeNB optimization
9: - All SeNBs (∀k):
10: * Reproduce R(t−1)

ik
and W(t−1)

ik
, ∀i, using (23) with {T(t−1)

ik
}, ∀i, N(t−1)

ik

11: * Compute Taux
ik

,∀i, using (21) if perfect CSI or (22) if imperfect CSI with R(t−1)
ik

, W(t−1)
ik

, ∀i, Υ̂
(t)
k

# Simultaneous per-SeNB optimizations
12: - All SeNBs (∀k, simultaneously): solve problem (Pk

WMSE) in (20) for a fixed Υ̂
(t)
k and {N(t−1)

ik
}, ∀i,

departing from Taux
ik

, ∀i, with alternate optimization of R(n)
ik , W(n)

ik , and T(n)
ik , ∀i, in (21) if perfect CSI

or R(n)
ik , W(n)

ik , and T(n)
ik , ∀i, in (22) if imperfect CSI, to finally get T(t)

ik
, ∀i

# Phase 2 - DL(t): DL transmission
13: - All SeNBs (∀k) transmit with {T(t)

ik
}, ∀i

14: - All UEs (∀ik): compute R(t)
ik

and W(t)
ik

using (23) with C(t)
yik

, T(t)
ik

15: end

the interference-cost matrix Υ̂
(t)

k using (28) (line 8). See
details in subsection IV-D.

• Reproduction of variables at SeNB and initialization
of {Tik} for per-SeNB optimization: Each SeNB re-
produces {R(t−1)

ik
} and {W(t−1)

ik
}, ∀i, based on the

acquired {N(t−1)
ik

}, ∀i, and the transmit filters used in
the previous iteration {T(t−1)

ik
}, ∀i (line 10). Note that

{R(t−1)
ik

} and {W(t−1)
ik

} coincide with the ones computed
at the served UEs in the previous iteration if C(t−1)

yik
is

perfectly reported. Then, with the reproduced {R(t−1)
ik

}
and {W(t−1)

ik
}, ∀i, each SeNB can update the transmit

filters {Tik}, ∀i, (denoted by {Taux
ik
}, ∀i) by using last

equation in (21) if perfect CSI or in (22) if imperfect
CSI (line 11). {Taux

ik
} will be used as initialization for

the optimization at SeNB.
• Simultaneous per-SeNB optimizations: By starting with
{Taux

ik
}, ∀i, an alternate optimization is performed at each

SeNB for fixed {N(t−1)
ik

}, ∀i, and Υ̂
(t)

k that have been
acquired in the previous steps. Receive filters {Rik},
weighting matrices {Wik}, and transmit filters {Tik}, ∀i,
are iteratively computed by using (21) if perfect CSI or
by using (22) if imperfect CSI (line 12). See subsections
IV-A1 and IV-A2. The obtained transmit filters design are
denoted by {T(t)

ik
}.

• DL transmission (Phase 2 - DL(t)): DL transmission is
carried out using {T(t)

ik
} (line 13), where UEs can evaluate

the covariance matrix of the received signal C(t)
yik

and

update the receive filter R(t)
ik

and the weighting matrix
W(t)
ik

using (23) (line 14). See details in subsection IV-B.
Let us emphasize the following key points about the proposed
algorithm for D-CoP in Table II:
• it is not needed to feed back either the weighting matrix

W(t−1)
ik

or the updated receive filter R(t−1)
ik

from the UE
to the serving SeNB. They can be reproduced at the
SeNB based on the acquired N(t−1)

ik
and the transmit filter

used in the previous iteration (T(t−1)
ik

) which are already
known at the SeNB (see line 10). This way, the required
feedback links are reduced as compared to [11], where it
was assumed that Wik and Rik were fed back from each
UE to all the SeNBs in the network, while we only need
to feed back Cyik

from each UE to the serving SeNB.
• it is not needed to report the updated transmit filter

T(t)
ik

from the SeNB to the served UE. In practical
implementations, the UE estimates the equivalent channel
Hk,ikT(t)

ik
every time a DL data transmission is carried

out, which is enough to compute R(t)
ik

in (23) [18].

A. Convergence

Algorithm in Table II ensures convergence (for Niter suffi-
ciently large) to a stationary point of (PWMSE) in (18) (which
is also a stationary point of (PWSR) in (17) [11]) if {Υk},
{Nik}, and {Hk,ik}, ∀i, are perfectly acquired at each k-th
SeNB. Furthermore, the convergence of the algorithm for D-
CoP in Table II is proven to be monotonic (i.e. at each iteration
t, the WSR is increased).
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Theorem 1: If Υk, {Nik}, and {Hk,ik}, ∀i, are obtained
without errors at each k-th SeNB and all SeNBs solve
simultaneously its decentralized problem (PkWMSE) in (20),
algorithm in Table II converges in a finite number of iterations
to a stationary point of problem (PWSR) in (17) and the
convergence is monotonic.

Proof: See Appendix B.
The monotonic convergence proof with simultaneous per-

SeNB optimizations is highly relevant for practical imple-
mentation issues, as when only one iteration (or a few) of
the algorithm can be performed such proof allows ensuring
a performance improvement with parallel and independent
per-SeNB optimizations. At the best of our knowledge, this
is the first proof of monotonic convergence of an algorithm
where all SeNBs update simultaneously their transmit filters
to maximize the system WSR in (17) in an interfering multi-
cell multi-user scenario with no information exchange among
non-associated terminals. The key point is that we exploit
the convexity of the problem with respect to each variable
and then, even if we perform parallel and simultaneous per-
SeNB optimizations, by updating first all {Nik} and {Rik}
(i.e. line 10 in Table II) and after performing the update of all
{Υk} and {Tik} (i.e. line 11 in Table II), convergence can
be proven. Many proofs of convergence (but not monotonic)
with simultaneous per-SeNB optimizations in the literature are
based on the insertion of an additional term in the objective
function of the problem that allows to linearize the objective
function with respect to the optimization variables (see for
example [10]), which is not needed in our case.

If errors appear in the estimation of Υk, Hk,ik , or Nik , the
update of the DL transmit/receive filters at each k-th SeNB can
be controlled by slightly reformulating the problem (PkWMSE) in
(20) so as to include a proximal point term [16] that controls
large deviations due to the estimation errors, similarly as is
done in [19]. However, as is pointed out before, the errors
in the estimation of Υk from the UL transmission are very
low provided that the scaling cell-wide factor F in (26) is
properly designed, and we consistently observe convergence
of the proposed algorithm in Table II without including the
proximal point term.

B. Complexity

The complexity of the proposed algorithm is related to
the number of iterations (Niter), as each iteration requires an
UL and a DL transmission and they have to be carried out
during the channel coherence time (see Fig. 2). In LTE-A TDD
networks, UL and DL transmissions are duplexed according
to a set of predefined patterns [20], where in a frame of 10 ms
up to 2 DL and 2 UL transmissions can be duplexed. Hence,
2 iterations of the algorithm could be performed every 10 ms.
In a low mobility scenario (mean user speed of 3 Km/h), the
channel coherence time at the 3.5 GHz band (band devoted
to the SCN [6]) results approximately of 25 ms. This way,
during the channel coherence time, up to 5 iterations of the
algorithm could be implemented. However, in many practical
implementations only 1 iteration is allowed, and for that reason
in the evaluations Niter = 1 is used in many cases (see Section

VI), which allows improving the WSR due to the monotonic
convergence proof in Theorem 1.

C. Practical implementation in 3GPP LTE-A

In practical implementations a single iteration of the algo-
rithm for D-CoP in Table II would be allowed. In this regard,
the proposed D-CoP defines that interference management
can be done at the k-th SeNB by means of processing the
received signal in the UL transmission to get the interference-
cost matrix Υ̂k in (28).

In order that each SeNB gets Υ̂k in (28) without affecting
the UL data transmission, we can use the already defined
sounding reference signals (SRS) in 3GPP LTE-A standard
[5] and define an UL pattern-based transmission in which
all the active UEs in DL should transmit (see proposals
for implementation methods in [21]). SRS sequences should
be orthogonal among neighbor UEs in order to properly
estimate Υ̂k. However, so as to avoid such coordination, pilot
sequences composed of random symbols can be used, such that
if the sequence length is large enough the orthogonality of the
sequences is nearly achieved. In subsection VI-D we evaluate
the performance loss due to the use of non-orthogonal UL
pilot signals to estimate Υ̂k.

The acquisition of Υ̂k in (28) assumes perfect UL-DL prop-
agation channel reciprocity, which requires perfect hardware
calibration of the radio-frequency chains in TDD systems
[22][23]. Although perfect calibration can be achieved at
SeNBs because the variability of surrounding scenario is
relatively slow and hardware performances tend to be stable,
calibration at UEs may be imperfect due to environmental
variations caused by time, power and/or temperature [24]. In
this case, the UL and DL propagation channel matrices from
the k-th SeNB to the jl-th UE are related by [22]:

←−
Hk,jl = HT

k,jl
Cjl , (31)

where Cjl is a diagonal matrix containing calibration errors at
the jl-th UE. Therefore, calibration errors at UEs may affect
the estimation of the interference-cost matrix. In subsection
VI-D we evaluate the performance loss due to non-ideal
propagation channel reciprocity conditions to estimate Υ̂k.

VI. EVALUATIONS IN SMALL CELL NETWORKS

The evaluation of the proposed approaches is done on a
LTE-Advanced non-co-channel HCNs deployment [6], where
macrocells and small cells are not using the same carrier
frequency: MeNBs operate at 2 GHz band and SeNBs use the
3.5 GHz band, both with 10 MHz bandwidth conformed of 50
resource blocks (RBs) each. It is used the Small Cell Scenario
2a, following deployment and simulation parameters specified
in [6]. The deployment consists of a hexagonal grid with 21
macrocell areas (each covered by a MeNB). One cluster of
SeNBs is deployed per macrocell area, each consisting of 4 or
10 SeNBs/cluster. 60 users are deployed per macrocell area,
being 2/3 of them placed inside the cluster and the remaining
UEs are uniformly distributed within the macrocell area. 80%
of users are indoor and 20% of the users are placed outdoor.
ITU UMa and ITU UMi models with 3D distance are used
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for path loss and shadowing modeling for MeNB-UE and
SeNB-UE links, respectively. For fast fading modeling, the
typical urban model is used. Transmit powers are 46 dBm,
30 dBm and 23 dBm at MeNB, SeNB and UE, respectively,
and antenna gain of 17 dBi at MeNB, 5 dBi at SeNB and
0 dBi at UE. Noise spectral density is -174 dBm/Hz. The
number of antennas is MMeNB=2, MSeNB=2 and NUE=2 (such
that mik = 2,∀i,∀k, in (5)).

Cell selection at each UE is based on reference-signal-
received-quality (RSRQ) for inter-frequency selection and
reference-signal-received-power (RSRP) for intra-frequency
selection [6]. After the cell selection we focus on the SCN,
i.e. the UEs that have been associated to SeNBs. The number
(or percentage) of UEs offloaded to the SCN for each layout
configuration is: 68% for 4 SeNBs/cluster and 75% for 10
SeNBs/cluster [25] (i.e. 40 and 45 UEs/cluster, respectively).

Two traffic models are implemented:
• Full-load traffic model, where all UEs in the network

have packets to be transmitted.
• FTP3 traffic model, with various packet arrival rates (λ,

in packets/s) that lead to different traffic load conditions
[6]. In FTP3 traffic model, packets for the same UE arrive
according to a Poisson process with arrival rate λ. The
packet size is 0.5 Mbytes.

The active UEs associated to the same SeNB are uniformly
distributed among the available resource blocks (RBs) such
that intra-cell interference is removed and only inter-cell
interference remains. Hence, on each RB each SeNB serves a
single UE (i.e. Ik = 1,∀k, so I = K). The power available
at each SeNB is uniformly distributed among the RBs where
the active UEs have been scheduled.

The following techniques are evaluated on each RB (where
the system model in Section II applies):
• D-IWA [26]: decentralized procedure where each SeNB

designs its transmit filter based on the channel knowledge
Hk,ik and acquired Nik from the served UE, but using
Υk = 0. It is equivalent to performing simultaneous
MIMO Iterative Water-filling Algorithms (IWA) in [26].

• D-CoP: decentralized interference management technique
detailed in Section IV and Table II to solve problem
(PWMSE) in (18), where each SeNB designs its transmit
filter based on direct channel knowledge Hk,ik , acquired
Nik from its served UE, and an estimation of the
interference-cost matrix Υ̂k that is obtained through the
UL transmission as in (28).

• D-CoP ideal: similar to D-CoP, but using the ideal value
of Υk in (19) at each k-th SeNB.

• D-WMMSE [11]: decentralized procedure presented in
[11] to solve problem (PWMSE) in (18), where channel
matrices from each SeNB to all UEs in the network
are known at each k-th SeNB (i.e. Hk,jl ,∀j,∀l). Its
performance is equal to C-WMMSE.

• C-WMMSE: centralized interference management proce-
dure to solve problem (PWMSE) in (18), in which case
a central unit processor is assumed to collect channel
matrices from all SeNBs to all UEs (i.e. Hk,jl ,∀k,∀j,∀l).

For all techniques, two optimization strategies are evaluated:

• minWMSE: solves (PWMSE) in (18) with Wik=I, ∀i, ∀k,
• maxWSR: solves (PWMSE) in (18) with Wik properly

optimized so as to achieve the maximum WSR. µik = 1,
∀i,∀k, is used.

The number of iterations is set to Niter = 1, except for the
convergence evaluations in subsection VI-A, and in some cases
Niter = 10 is used for comparison purposes.

The performance indicator is user packet throughput (UPT)
measured in Mbits/s and defined as the amount of data over the
time needed to download data, without including the packet
waiting time in the buffer. Maximum modulation and coding
schemes from LTE-A and 3 dB of coding losses are used. For
some purposes we evaluate the per-user achievable rate on a
specific RB, according to (12) and measured in bits/s/Hz.

A. Convergence

The monotonic convergence of the proposed D-CoP is
demonstrated on a specific RB without considering chan-
nel estimation errors, for the configuration of 4 and 10
SeNBs/cluster, when using the full-load traffic model. Fig.
3.a shows the convergence in terms of per-user MSE for
minWMSE strategy (let us recall that mik = 2 is used
for all UEs in the problem set up). Fig. 3.b displays the
convergence in terms of per-user achievable rate (in bits/s/Hz)
for maxWSR strategy. In both figures, the solution achieved
with the centralized procedure is displayed with a dotted line.

It can be observed that D-CoP ideal has a monotonic
convergence, while the proposed D-CoP based on propagation
channel reciprocity also converges due to the fact that estima-
tion errors in the acquisition of Υk from UL are not relevant
(see justification in subsection IV-D). The convergence speed
of D-CoP is faster than D-WMMSE [11] because with the
proposed approach an alternate optimization can be performed
at each SeNB on each iteration of the algorithm, hence
achieving a faster convergence. C-WMMSE and D-WMMSE
[11] approaches have the same performance result when a
large number of iterations is used, because the equations
employed to achieve the solution are equivalent.

The proposed D-CoP achieves a system performance very
similar to C-WMMSE and D-WMMSE [11] approaches, but
with much less overhead and complexity (in fact, the complex-
ity of D-CoP is comparable to D-IWA [26]). As the problem
is non-convex with respect to all variables, all the interference
management approaches only achieve a local minimum, so in
some channel realizations they lead to the same solution (as
in the minWMSE case in Fig. 3.a) while in others the attained
locally optimal solution is different (as in the maxWSR case in
Fig. 3.b). As compared to the baseline D-IWA scheme [26], the
reduction in the per-user MSE and the increase in the per-user
achievable rate are larger in the layout of 10 SeNBs/cluster, as
more interference is present in the SCN. Furthermore, it is im-
portant to recall that when performing only Niter = 1 iteration,
the proposed D-CoP already outperforms the baseline D-IWA
[26] scheme, which might not happen with D-WMMSE [11]
because the decentralized optimizations at SeNBs with D-CoP
allow converging faster to a stable point.
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Fig. 3: Convergence in terms of per-user MSE for minWMSE strategy (left-figure) and
per-user achievable rate (in bits/s/Hz) for maxWSR strategy (right-figure) on a specific

resource block, for the layout configuration of 4 and 10 SeNBs/cluster.

B. Evaluations under perfect CSI conditions

Fig. 4 displays the 5%-tile UPT vs. the mean UPT for the
configuration of 4 and 10 SeNBs/cluster, when using the full-
load traffic model and minWMSE or maxWSR strategy. The
performance of D-CoP and D-WMMSE [11] are included for
Niter = 1 and Niter = 10. On the one side, the minWMSE
strategy allows improving specially the 5%-tile UPT, and
Niter = 1 iteration is shown to be enough with D-CoP to
get close to the performance given by the ideal centralized
approach. On the other side, the maxWSR strategy provides
larger gains in the mean UPT, but as the number of iterations
increases the 5%-tile UPT is degraded. In this case the number
of iterations is relevant in some cases, as with 10 iterations
the mean UPT is enlarged specially for the layout of 10
SeNBs/cluster where more interference is present. However,
the larger mean UPT gain with D-CoP comes in the first
iteration, as is shown in Fig. 3.b, because the decentralized
optimization proposed at SeNBs with D-CoP allows a faster
convergence (and it does not happen with D-WMMSE [11]).

Fig. 5 shows the 5%-tile UPT vs. the mean UPT for different
values of the packet arrival rate (λ=0.5, 1, 1.5, 2) of the
Poisson distribution used in FTP3 traffic model, for the con-
figuration of 4 and 10 SeNBs/cluster. maxWSR optimization
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(λ in packets/s) in the FTP3 traffic model, for the layout configuration of 4 and 10

SeNBs/cluster, when using maxWSR optimization strategy. Niter = 1 is used.

strategy and Niter = 1 are used. D-CoP is compared to D-
IWA [26] that requires a similar complexity, and also to D-
WMMSE [11] that requires more channels to be estimated and
more feedback links. As expected, both the 5%-tile UPT and
the mean UPT decrease as the offered load (i.e. λ) increases
for all simulation cases. The UPT gains of D-CoP are larger
for the 10 SeNBs/cluster deployment and they are also larger
when λ increases, as more interference is present in the SCN
either due to a denser deployment of SeNBs or due to a traffic
load increase. The UPT gains provided with Niter = 1 iteration
are larger for D-CoP than for D-WMMSE [11], as was already
observed in Fig. 3.b.

In general, both in 5%-tile and mean UPT gains are obtained
when using the maxWSR strategy due to the fact that each
SeNB has 50 RBs available where the served UEs are uni-
formly distributed. Then, as each user is allocated to multiple
RBs, the probability of being in outage in all the assigned
RBs is very low and, even if we maximize the system WSR
on each RB, we get an increase in the 5%-tile UPT. This effect
is more remarkable in the 10 SeNBs/cluster deployment and
for the FTP3 traffic model, where more resources are available.

In conclusion, a significant UPT performance gain of the
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2
v

used for channel estimation (dB) in the full-load traffic model, for the layout
configuration of 4 SeNBs/cluster, when using maxWSR optimization strategy. Niter = 1

and Niter = 10 are used.

proposed D-CoP and Niter = 1 with respect to the baseline
D-IWA [26] scheme and with respect to D-WMMSE [11]
is observed in all layout configurations and traffic simulation
conditions. The relative gains are larger for medium-to-high
traffic loads (up to a certain limit) and for denser deployments
of SeNBs, due to the fact that D-CoP allows a full reuse
of sub-bands and sub-frames while preemptively managing
interference at UEs and, especially, at cell-edge UEs with a
low complexity implementation. So it can be concluded that
D-CoP is a suitable approach for interference limited scenarios
and dense networks. It is important to recall that large UPT
gains are obtained even if only one iteration of the proposed
D-CoP is performed and that no additional overhead is needed
for D-CoP if we use an UL pilot-based transmission to get the
interference-cost matrix, which makes the approach amenable
for practical system implementations.

C. Evaluations under imperfect CSI conditions

As is shown in Table I and subsection IV-A2, robust
precoders are designed according to the adopted interference
management procedure (D-WMMSE [11] or D-CoP). Fig. 6
displays the per-user achievable rate on a specific RB (in
bits/s/Hz) vs. PT /σ2

v used during the training phase (see
definition in (4)) for the configuration of 4 SeNBs/cluster,
when using the full-load traffic model. Let us recall that the
results with PT /σ2

v=120 dB are nearly equal to the results with
perfect CSI. For low values of PT /σ2

v , the performance loss
due to imperfect CSI is larger for Niter = 10 than for Niter = 1
due to the propagation of errors in the iterative algorithms for
D-WMMSE and D-CoP.

It can be observed that as PT /σ
2
v is reduced, the per-

formance of the D-WMMSE [11] decreases drastically with
Niter = 10 due to the errors in the estimation of interfering
channels (see Φk in (30)). However, the proposed D-CoP and
the baseline D-IWA [26] schemes are shown to be more robust
to imperfect CSI because they only involve estimation errors
in the direct channel matrix towards the serving SeNB. This
shows that UPT gains can be obtained with the proposed D-
CoP technique even if the channels are estimated with a low
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SeNBs/cluster, when using minWMSE or maxWSR strategy. Niter = 1 is used.

SNR, which is not the case with conventional transmit coor-
dination techniques that require estimation of all the channel
matrices. Let us recall that in case C-WMMSE approach was
used, then the performance would be even worse than D-
WMMSE [11] because Nik in (22) would also include the
estimation errors of the interfering channel matrices.

D. Evaluations under real impairments to acquire Υ̂k

In this subsection we evaluate the effect of real impairments
on the the acquisition of Υ̂k in (28) for the proposed D-CoP,
as introduced and discussed in subsection V-C.

First, we consider the case in which non-orthogonal UL
pilot sequences are used to estimate Υ̂k. Sequences composed
of {+1, -1} random symbols are used, with a length equal to
S. Fig. 7 shows the per-user achievable rate (in bits/s/Hz) on
a specific RB vs. S when using the full-load traffic model
for the configuration of 10 SeNBs/cluster. Niter = 1 is used
for D-CoP. It can be observed that if non-orthogonal random
sequences are used to get Υ̂k, even with a low number
of symbols (S), the performance is near to the one with
orthogonal sequences among all UEs. Let us recall that in
practical LTE-A implementations S=12 can be used within a
RB, such that the effect of non-orthogonal UL pilot sequences
would be negligible.

Second, we evaluate the impact of non-ideal channel reci-
procity conditions to acquire Υ̂k. The diagonal entries of
the calibration error matrix Cjl in (31) are modeled by:
(1 + ajl)e

jφjl , being ajl ∼ T N (0, σ2
a,−1, 1) and φjl ∼

T N (0, σ2
φ,−π/6, π/6) random variables with a truncated

normal distribution that include the calibration error (CE)
in amplitude and phase, respectively [22]. The variance for
amplitude and phase CE at UEs (σ2

a and σ2
φ) are assumed

to be equal for all UEs, and are taken as an input for the
simulations. Fig. 8 shows the per-user achievable rate (in
bits/s/Hz) on a specific RB vs. σ2 (which either refers to the
variance of the amplitude CE, σ2

a, and/or to the variance of
the phase CE, σ2

φ, as is indicated in the legend). We have
used the configuration of 10 SeNBs/cluster, the full-load traffic
model and maxWSR strategy. The performance of D-CoP is
included for Niter = 1 and Niter = 10. It can be observed
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for the layout configuration of 10 SeNBs/cluster, when using maxWSR strategy.
Niter = 1 and Niter = 10 are displayed.

that the relative performance loss as compared to the perfect
calibration case is larger for Niter = 10 than Niter = 1, due
to the propagation of errors in the iterative algorithm: at each
iteration, the interference-cost matrix is acquired with errors
which impacts on the transmit/receive filters design and, on
its turn, on the interference-cost matrix. As more iterations
are done, higher impact of these errors on performance is
observed. The impact of amplitude CE is a bit more harmful
than phase CE, but in MIMO systems phase calibration at
UEs is also important. However, even with high variances
of the CE (note that, for example [23] considers values of
σ2
a = σ2

φ = 0.01, while we are displaying values up to
σ2
a = σ2

φ = 0.3), the performance of D-CoP outperforms the
baseline D-IWA [26] scheme.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This article presents a decentralized coordinated precoding
(D-CoP) design for weighted sum-rate maximization in dense
MIMO TDD SCNs. Precoding decisions are done at each
SeNB based on the knowledge of the propagation channel
towards its served UEs, the acquired DL interference, and the
received signal in the UL. The received signal in the UL allows
to estimate the interference-cost matrix, which informs about
how the SeNB is interfering to unintended UEs. This way,
it is not needed to estimate the interfering channels either
at UEs or at SeNBs, no backhaul traffic between SeNBs is
required, and minimal reporting of information from the UE
to the serving SeNB is needed. Then, an iterative algorithm
for D-CoP is presented, which subsumes the acquisition of the
required parameters and the simultaneous per-SeNB optimiza-
tions. Monotonic convergence of the algorithm is demonstrated
when all SeNBs update its transmit precoders in parallel. Both
the monotonic convergence and the parallel optimizations are
highly relevant for practical implementation issues. Further-
more, a robust D-CoP is presented to tackle imperfect CSI
conditions, and the impact of non-ideal propagation channel
reciprocity is analyzed. Significant gains in terms of user
packet throughput, and specially 5%-tile UPT, are observed
in 3GPP LTE-A SCNs for all layout configurations and all

traffic simulation conditions, as compared to a baseline scheme
with comparable complexity. The UPT gains are comparable
to well-known centralized and decentralized interference man-
agement techniques, which involve much more complexity.
The use of only one iteration of the algorithm allows improv-
ing the UPT and the relative gains are larger for medium-
to-high traffic loads and for denser deployments of SeNBs,
which demonstrates the suitable applicability of the proposed
D-CoP in interference-limited scenarios. Further, the proposed
scheme is shown through simulations to be robust to imperfect
CSI conditions as well as real impairments in the estimation
of the interference-cost matrix, like the use of non-orthogonal
UL pilot sequences at UEs and non-ideal propagation channel
reciprocity conditions.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

On the one hand, the Lagrangian function (L) of the
problem (PWMSE) in (18) is [17]:

L=

K∑
k=1

Ik∑
i=1

(
Tr (WikEik(Rik , {Tik}))−µik log2 |µ−1ik Wik |

)
+

K∑
k=1

λk

( Ik∑
i=1

Tr
(
TikTHik

)
−P SeNB

k

)
, (32)

being Eik(Rik , {Tik}) defined in (18).
On the other hand, the Lagrangian function (Lk) of the

decentralized problem (PkWMSE) in (20) for fixed Υk and Nik ,
∀i is:

Lk=

Ik∑
i=1

(
Tr
(
WikEik(Rik , {Tik},Nik)

)
−µik log2 |µ−1ik Wik |

+ Tr
(
ΥkTikTHik

) )
+λk

( Ik∑
i=1

Tr
(
TikTHik

)
−P SeNB

k

)
,(33)

being Eik(Rik , {Tik},Nik) the MSE-matrix in (18) assuming
that Nik is fixed. Note that the Lagrangian function Lk and
other Ll, ∀l 6= k, are not coupled through any variable as the
matrices containing inter-cell interference have been fixed (i.e.
Υk and Nik , ∀i).

It is easy to check that the derivative of the Lagrangian
functions in (32) and (33) with respect to Wik coincide, ∀i,
∀k, when Υk is fixed. Further, it is also easy to check that the
derivatives with respect to Rik are equal when Υk is fixed, ∀i,
∀k, as Rik is only included in Eik . So, let us focus on checking
that the gradients coincide when we derive with respect to Tik .

The derivative of L in (32) with respect to Tik is:

d

dTik
L=
( Ik∑
j=1

HH
k,jk

RjkWjkRHjkHk,jk

)
Tik−HH

k,ik
RikWik

+
( K∑
l=1
l 6=k

Il∑
j=1

HH
k,jl

RjlWjlR
H
jl

Hk,jl

)
Tik+λkTik ,(34)

where we have taken into account that Tik affects not only
Eik , but also the MSE-matrices of the remaining UEs (i.e.
Ejl , ∀l, ∀j).
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The derivative of Lk in (33) with respect to Tik , when Υk

and Nik , ∀i, are fixed, is:

d

dTik
Lk=

( Ik∑
j=1

HH
k,jk

RjkWjkRHjkHk,jk

)
Tik−HH

k,ik
RikWik

+ΥkTik+λkTik , (35)

where it is important to recall that in this case Tik only
affects the MSE-matrices of the UEs served by the k-
th SeNB (i.e. Ejk , ∀j), as Nik , ∀i, have been fixed.
Therefore, the gradients in (34) and in (35) are equal if
Υk =

∑K
l=1,l 6=k

∑Il
j=1 HH

k,jl
RjlWjlR

H
jl

Hk,jl is set.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Convergence of the algorithm in Table II into a stationary
point of problem (PWSR) in (17) can be proved by grace of
monotonic convergence of the objective function of problem
(PWMSE) in (18) [11]. Let us express the objective function of
the problem (PWMSE) in (18) as follows:

fo ({Tik}, {Rik}, {Wik}) =
K∑
k=1

Ik∑
i=1

(
Tr
(
WikEik (Rik , {Tik})

)
−χik

)
, (36)

where χik = µik log2 |µ−1ik Wik |. fo(.) in (36) is a convex
function with respect to each set of optimization variables
separately (i.e. {Tik}, {Rik} and {Wik}). In particular, for
fixed weighting matrices, fo(.) is convex with respect to
transmit (receive) filters for a set of given receive (transmit)
filters. In our proposed D-CoP procedure, we need to demon-
strate a reduction of fo(.) in (36) whenever any of the three
sets of optimization variables is updated. In particular, when
performing lines 11, 12, and 14 in Table II. These updates are
summarized in four steps:

• Step 1 (line 11) (for all SeNBs): Update of the transmit
filters {Tik}, ∀i, (denoted by {Taux

ik
}, ∀i) based on the

acquired interference-cost matrix Υk at each SeNB.
• Step 2 (line 12) (for all SeNBs): Alternate optimization

of the receive filters Rik , weighting matrices Wik , and
transmit filters Tik , ∀i, at each SeNB for a fixed {Nik},
∀i, and Υk.

• Step 3 (line 14) (for all UEs): Update of the receive filter
Rik based on the actual covariance matrix of the received
inter-cell interference plus noise per UE Nik .

• Step 4 (line 14) (for all UEs): Update of the weighting
matrix per UE Wik .

In the following proof it is assumed that Υk, {Nik}, and
{Hk,ik}, ∀i, are acquired without errors at each k-th SeNB
(so we focus on the perfect CSI case in subsection IV-A1).

When solving the optimization problem at each SeNB, DL
transmit filters are designed at each k-th SeNB following the
expressions in (21) for fixed {Nik},∀i, in (9) and Υk in (19).

As a consequence, fo(.) in (36) can be written as:

fo
(
{Tik(Υk)}, {Rik(Nik)}, {Wik}

)
=

K∑
k=1

Ik∑
i=1

(
Tr
(
WikEik(Rik(Nik), {Tik(Υk)})

)
− χik

)
.(37)

The key point in this expression is that, for fixed weighting
matrices {Wik}, each transmit filter Tik depends on the
receive filters {Rik} and on the interference-cost matrix Υk

that only depends on receive filters {Rik}. Similarly, for fixed
weighting matrices {Wik}, each receive filter Rik depends
on the transmit filter {Tik} and on the covariance matrix of
the received inter-cell interference plus noise Nik that only
depends on transmit filters {Tik}. Now we are ready to prove
convergence on each step of the algorithm in Table II. In the
sequel, t denotes the iteration number.

- Proof of objective function reduction in Step 1: Step 1
consists on updating Υ

(t)
k and Taux

ik
,∀i,∀k. If we use the fact

that for the set of fixed {R(t−1)
ik

} and {W(t−1)
ik

}, since f0(.) is
convex on {Tik}, we can update sequentially: i) all {Υ(t)

k }, ii)
all {Taux

ik
} following (21), and then convergence is guaranteed

because transmit filters given by (21) are the optimum for a
given set of {R(t−1)

ik
} and {W(t−1)

ik
} if {Υ(t)

k } is computed
from the same set of {R(t−1)

ik
} and {W(t−1)

ik
}. In other words:

fo
(
{T(t−1)

ik
}, {R(t−1)

ik
(N(t−1)

ik
)}, {W(t−1)

ik
}
)
≥

fo
(
{Taux

ik
(Υ

(t)
k )}, {R(t−1)

ik
(N(t−1)

ik
)}, {W(t−1)

ik
}
)
. (38)

- Proof of objective function reduction in Step 2: Precoding
design at each SeNB follows a block coordinate descent
method [16] with alternate optimization between receive fil-
ters, weighting matrices, and transmit filters in (21). Therefore,
an objective reduction for a fixed {N(t−1)

ik
}, ∀i, and Υ

(t)
k at

each k-th SeNB is guaranteed if the alternate optimization
starts from {Taux

ik
}. The variables as a result of the alternate

optimization are denoted by: {T(t)
ik
}, {Raux

ik
}, {Waux

ik
}. As each

subproblem converges, convergence of the sum is guaranteed
for a fixed {N(t−1)

ik
} and Υ

(t)
k , ∀i,∀k:

fo
(
{Taux

ik
(Υ

(t)
k )}, {R(t−1)

ik
(N(t−1)

ik
)}, {W(t−1)

ik
}
)
≥

fo
(
{T(t)

ik
(Υ

(t)
k )}, {Raux

ik
(N(t−1)

ik
)}, {Waux

ik
}
)
. (39)

- Proof of objective function reduction in Step 3: Step 3
consists on updating N(t)

ik
and R(t)

ik
,∀i,∀k. As f0(.) is convex

on {Rik} for a set of fixed {T(t)
ik
} and {Waux

ik
}, we can update

sequentially: i) all {N(t)
ik
}, ii) all {R(t)

ik
} following (23), and

thereby convergence is guaranteed since receivers given by
(23) are the optimum for a given set of {T(t)

ik
} if the used

{N(t)
ik
} is computed from the same set of transmit filters

{T(t)
ik
}. This way:

fo
(
{T(t)

ik
(Υ

(t)
k )}, {Raux

ik
(N(t−1)

ik
)}, {Waux

ik
}
)
≥

fo
(
{T(t)

ik
(Υ

(t)
k )}, {R(t)

ik
(N(t)

ik
)}, {Waux

ik
}
)
. (40)

- Proof of objective function reduction in Step 4: Step
4 consists on updating W(t)

ik
,∀i,∀k. As fo(.) is convex on

{Wik}, we can update them all by following (21) for a set
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of fixed {T(t)
ik
} and {R(t)

ik
}, and thereby a reduction in the

objective function in (36) is guaranteed, i.e.

fo
(
{T(t)

ik
(Υ

(t)
k )}, {R(t)

ik
(N(t)

ik
)}, {Waux

ik
}
)
≥

fo
(
{T(t)

ik
(Υ

(t)
k )}, {R(t)

ik
(N(t)

ik
)}, {W(t)

ik
}
)
. (41)

Therefore, with the proof of a objective function reduction
in these 4 steps, monotonic convergence of the algorithm for
D-CoP in Table II is demonstrated at each iteration t:

fo
(
{T(t−1)

ik
}, {R(t−1)

ik
(N(t−1)

ik
)}, {W(t−1)

ik
}
)
≥

fo
(
{T(t)

ik
(Υ

(t)
k )}, {R(t)

ik
(N(t)

ik
)}, {W(t)

ik
}
)
. (42)

Steps 3 and 4-1 could be interchanged and convergence would
also be guaranteed. However, it is indispensable to update
{Nik} and {Υk} in different steps to guarantee convergence.
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